
Fall in love with your skin!

Welcome Scultpra! This is a collagen skin booster that
helps support your skin by stimulating your own collagen
to kick it up! This is a series of treatments over several
months but rejuvenates crepey skin and gently volumizes

for a very natural effect. New Clients $700/vial

Back to school Acne Treatments!

For any student with a valid ID (even college). Let's get
that acne under control and gone for good! $200/treatment

 

http://revivajennz.com


Don't be scared of Spiders (veins)

Tis the season to start treating those pesky veins and
getting your legs in shape for Spring Break. 
$250/30min session. I inject as well as use the Aerolase Neo laser to treat
those spider veins.

Enjoy a nice relaxing Hydrafacial by
Cytopeel

If you have never had one, you are missing out! This will be the cleanest your
skin will ever feel! Gentle suction is applied with a proprietary skin infusion to
flush out your pores and decrease congestion. The perfect way to start Fall.
Your skin will feel like a baby's bottom. Brighter, plump, and clearer! Special
Into pricing $149

Body by Dr. Jennifer (Exercise
Optional)

The lazy girl's way to tighten those hard to reach
areas. High frequency magnets cause muscle
contractions while the RF heats up the adipose to melt away fat. Two areas like
abs and arms or abs and thighs can be done simultaneously. $1000/10
treatments.

RHA Redensity (The Magic Eraser)

Introducing the newest boutique filler on the market.
RHA Redensity is like having an eraser in your pocket
to literally erase all those fine lines without adding
bulk. Amazing results! Those difficult upper lip lines, the deep crows feet around
the eyes, the hard to treat tear troughs... This is a game changer!

Hope to see you soon, 
Dr. Jennifer

     

http://facebook.com/112835680169266
http://instagram.com/dr_revivajennz
http://linkedin.com/in/DrRevivajennz
http://pinterest.com/revivajennz
http://twitter.com/DrRevivajennz
http://youtube.com/channel/UCXxKWJsB7o2ch-F8PBj2aeQ
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